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A. Visualizations and Experimental Analysis on
Vision Transformer

A.1. Visualizations with More Pre-training Meth-
ods

Figure 1, Figure 2 and Figure 3 present the visualiza-
tions of ViT-B as the backbone architecture across various
pre-training methods. These pre-training methods encom-
pass supervised pre-training (DeiT [36]), contrastive learning
approaches (MoCo v3 [5], DINO [4], MSN [1]), masked
image modeling (BEiT [2], MAE [15], SimMIM [40]), and
hybrid methods (iBOT [44]). The visualizations reveal that
different different contrastive learning methods (b) MoCo
v3, (c) DINO and (d) MSN all exhibit similar representa-
tional characteristics to supervised pre-training (a) DeiT.
Regarding attention distance, contrastive methods tend to
focus locally in lower layers but more globally in higher
layers. As for the diversity of attention heads, the contrastive
methods lose diversity in deeper layers, with the last three
layers showing minimal diversity. Similarly, various MIM
methods (f) BEiT, (g) MAE and (h) SimMIM contribute
comparable locality inductive bias and high attention head
diversity to the model. These results reflect the consistency
and universality of the visual analysis, showing the shared
representational characteristics among pre-training methods
within the same category. Notably, the hybrid pre-training
approach (e) iBOT, which melds masked image modeling
with contrastive learning, exhibits a blend of attention prop-
erties from both pre-training techniques. In the lower layers
of the model, iBOT shows a similar behavior to contrastive
learning methods, while in the higher layers, iBOT is closer
to the behavior of MIM.

A.2. Experimental Results on Geometric and Mo-
tion Tasks

Based on the earlier visualizations, we further conduct ex-
perimental evaluations of various pre-trained models on geo-
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pre-train
Pose Estimation Depth Estimation

COCO COCO Crowd
NYUv2 KITTI

val test Pose
DeiT [36] 73.7 73.1 68.7 0.403 2.505

MoCo v3 [5] 73.6 72.8 67.7 0.408 2.564
DINO [4] 73.9 73.0 68.5 0.415 2.576
MSN [1] 74.0 73.3 68.6 0.420 2.563

iBOT [44] 73.8 73.2 68.4 0.383 2.506
BEiT [2] 75.4 74.8 71.6 0.365 2.324

MAE [15] 75.4 74.7 71.5 0.383 2.439
SimMIM [40] 75.3 74.9 71.8 0.349 2.287

Table 1. Comparisons of different pre-trained models on the ge-
ometric and motion tasks. We report the AP (↑) for the pose
estimation tasks, and RMSE (↓) for the monocular depth estimation
tasks.

metric and motion tasks, such as pose estimation and depth
estimation. As depicted in Table 1, the experimental results
reveal that the performance of contrastive learning methods
(MoCo v3, DINO, MSN) closely resembles that of super-
vised pre-training (DeiT), aligning with observations from
the visualizations. While the hybrid pre-training method
(iBOT) exhibits combined representational characteristics in
visualizations, its performance in pose estimation and depth
estimation tasks more closely aligns with contrastive learn-
ing methods. Among all pre-training techniques, masked
image modeling methods (BEiT, MAE, SimMIM) achieve
the highest performance, demonstrating a distinct perfor-
mance advantage.

B. Visualizations on Swin Transformer

It is crucial to know whether our observations in visual-
izations are general across different backbone architectures.
Thanks to the general applicability of SimMIM [40], we
further perform the visualizations on SwinV2-B [27] (in Sec-
tion B) and RepLKNet [8] (in Section C). Fortunately, we
find that most of the observations could be transferred across
architectures, ViT-B, SwinV2-B, and RepLKNet.



Figure 1. The averaged attention distance in different attention heads (dots) w.r.t the layer number on (a) supervised (DeiT), (b) MoCo v3,
(c) DINO, (d) MSN, (e) iBOT, (f) BEiT, (g) MAE and (h) SimMIM model with ViT-B as the backbone.

Figure 2. The entropy of each head’s attention distribution w.r.t the layer number on (a) supervised (DeiT), (b) MoCo v3, (c) DINO, (d)
MSN, (e) iBOT, (f) BEiT, (g) MAE and (h) SimMIM model with ViT-B as the backbone.

B.1. Visualizations on Attention Maps

Local Attention or Global Attention? Results are shown
in Figure 4. First, we can have a similar observation as in
ViT-B that the supervised model (a) tends to focus locally
at lower layers but more globally at higher layers, and the
SimMIM model (b) tends to aggregate both local and global
pixels in all layers, and the average attention distance of
SimMIM model is similar to the lower layers of the super-
vised counterpart. The supervised fine-tuned model (c) with
SimMIM pre-training behaves very similarly to the super-
vised model trained from scratch, but still maintains some
good properties in SimMIM pre-training (a larger diversity
on the last several layers). Also, we find that the averaged
aggregated distances in two consecutive layers are one high
and one low. This is due to the shifted windowing scheme
in Swin Transformer, that is, the ranges that each pixel can
aggregate in two consecutive layers are different.

Focused Attention or Broad Attention? A similar ob-
servation could be found with Swin-B as the backbone as
using ViT-B as the backbone in the main paper, as shown in
Figure 5.

Diversity on Attention Heads As shown in Figure 6, sim-
ilar to ViT-B, in SimMIM models (b), different attention
heads tend to aggregate different tokens on all layers. But
for supervised models (a), the diversity on attention heads
becomes smaller as the layer goes deeper. Interestingly, after
supervised fine-tuning the SimMIM model on ImageNet-1K,
the model (c) behaves much more similarly to the supervised
model (a) trained from scratch, but maintains an advantage
of the SimMIM model, that is, a larger diversity on attention
heads of the last two layers.



Figure 3. The KL divergence between attention distributions of different heads (small dots) and the averaged KL divergence (large dots) in
each layer w.r.t the layer number on (a) supervised (DeiT), (b) MoCo v3, (c) DINO, (d) MSN, (e) iBOT, (f) BEiT, (g) MAE and (h) SimMIM
model with ViT-B as the backbone.

Figure 4. The averaged attention distance in different attention heads (dots) w.r.t the layer number on (a) supervised model, (b) SimMIM
model, and (c) supervised fine-tuned model with SimMIM pre-training with SwinV2-B as the backbone.

B.2. Investigating the Representation Structures via
CKA Similarity

It is challenging to analyze and compare the layer repre-
sentations of deep networks, because their features are high-
dimensional and with different dimensions. Centered kernel
alignment (CKA) [22] is defined to address this challenge,
and enables quantitative comparisons of feature represen-
tations within and across networks. Given two inputs of
X ∈ RN×D1 and Y ∈ RN×D2 , where N denotes number
of examples and D1 and D2 denote the dimension. Then the
Gram matrices are computed as K = XXT and L = Y Y T .
CKA is then defined as

CKA(K,L) =
HSIC(K,L)√

HSIC(K,K)HSIC(L,L)
, (1)

where HSIC(·,·) denotes the Hilbert-Schmidt independence
criterion [14]. Note that, CKA is invariant to the orthog-
onal transformation and isotropic scaling, which enables
valuable and effective comparison and analysis on hidden
representations of deep networks.

Results of CKA similarity between feature representa-

tions of different layers on (a) supervised model, (b) Sim-
MIM model, and (c) supervised fine-tuned model with Sim-
MIM pre-training with SwinV2-B as the backbone, are
shown in Figure 7. We still have a similar observation as in
ViT-B, that the representation structures of different layers
in SimMIM models are almost the same, and supervised
models trained from scratch learn different representation
structures in different layers. With the help of the SimMIM
pre-training, the representation structures of different layers
in supervised model are not as different as that in the scratch
supervised models.

C. Investigations on Large-kernel ConvNets
(RepLKNet [8])

From the previous visualizations on Vision Transform-
ers (ViT) and Swin Transformers, we find that the MIM
pre-training brings the locality inductive bias and larger di-
versity on attention heads to the trained models comparing
to the supervised counterpart, which may benefit the opti-
mization of the trained models on downstream tasks. This
reminds us that large-kernel ConvNets [8] without special



Figure 5. The entropy of each head’s attention distribution in different attention heads (dots) w.r.t the layer number on (a) supervised model,
(b) SimMIM model, and (c) supervised fine-tuned model with SimMIM pre-training with SwinV2-B as the backbone.

Figure 6. The KL divergence between attention distributions of different heads (small dots) and the averaged KL divergence (large dots)
in each layer w.r.t the layer number on (a) supervised model, (b) SimMIM model, and (c) supervised fine-tuned model with SimMIM
pre-training with SwinV2-B as the backbone.

designs still face the optimization issue, and need the re-
parametrization trick with small kernels to bring the locality
back and help them optimize. Thus it is valuable to know
whether the masked image modeling (MIM) as pre-training
could help the large-kernel ConvNets to optimize without the
re-parametrization trick. Thanks to the general applicability
of SimMIM [40], we could also perform experiments and
visualizations on large-kernel ConvNets [8] with the MIM
pre-training.

C.1. Experimental Results

Setup For MIM pretraining, we utilize the RepLKNet-
31B [8] without the specially designed re-parametrization
trick. Before the stem of the RepLKNet, using a normal 1×1
convolution, we map the 3-dimension space of the image
into a high-dimensional space where we randomly mask out
some patches. Following SimMIM [40], the image size is
192×192, we divide it into 6×6 patches and randomly mask
out 60% patches. The decoder contains a linear projection
layer and an upsample layer. We use ℓ1-loss to supervise the
reconstruction of the masked pixels.

We use the ImageNet-1k for MIM pre-training and aug-
ment the data using the random resize cropping (scale range
[0.67, 1] and aspect ratio range [3/4, 4/3]), and random flip-
ping. The optimizer is the AdamW [29] optimizer with a

weight decay of 5e-2 and a base learning rate of 4e-4. We
use warm-up for 10 epochs, drop the learning rate to 4e-5
at 260th epoch, and train for 300 epochs in total. The batch
size is 2048. We use the DropPath of 0.1 for RepLKNet-31B
and gradient clipping.

We report the top-1 accuracy of the supervised pre-trained
model on ImageNet-1k in the original paper [8]. For fine-
tuning of MIM pre-trained model on ImageNet-1k, we follow
the setting of SimMIM [40] and use the AdamW optimizer
with a weight decay of 5e-2, a base learning rate of 5e-3
with a layer decay of 0.8. The learning rate is scheduled via
cosine strategy and we use 20 epochs for warm-up and train
for 100 epochs in total. The batch size is 2048. We adopt the
DropPath of 0.1 and gradient clipping. The data augmenta-
tions contain AutoAug [7], Mixup [42], CutMix [41], color
jitter, random erasing [43], and label smoothing [35]. The
settings of the pose estimation are the same as the details in
Section F.

Results As shown in Table 2, the MIM pre-training can
help the large-kernel convnets to address the optimization
issue to some extent and achieve on par performance on
ImageNet-1K compared with the supervised model with
the re-parametrization trick. Note that, on pose estimation,
MIM models still surpass supervised counterparts with the



Figure 7. The CKA heatmap between the feature maps of different layers of (a) supervised model, (b) SimMIM model, and (c) supervised
fine-tuned model with SimMIM pre-training with SwinV2-B as the backbone.

backbone pre-train ImageNet-1K
Pose Estimation

COCO COCO Crowd-
val test Pose

RepLKNet-31B 1K-SUP w/ Reparam. 83.5 74.6 73.9 70.2

RepLKNet-31B 1K-MIM w/o Reparam. 83.3 76.5 75.8 72.4

Table 2. Detailed comparisons of pre-trained RepLKNet models on the classification and the pose estimation tasks. We report the top-1
accuracy (↑) for the ImageNet-1K dataset and the AP (↑) for the pose estimation tasks.

re-parametrization trick by large margins, which indicates
that the benefit of MIM pre-training on geometric and motion
tasks is general across different backbone architectures.

C.2. Visualizations

To further understand whether the behaviors of large-
kernel ConvNets with MIM pre-training are similar to those
of Vision/Swin Transformers, we visualize the convolutional
kernels with similar tools used in visualizing the attention
maps. As the basic component in RepLKNet is the depth-
wise convolution with the kernel dimension of C ×H ×W ,
we normalize each channel of the depth-wise convolutional
kernels (on the dimension of H × W ) to make them as a
similar role of attention map, and regard different channels
(C channels) of the depth-wise convolutional kernels as the
attention heads. Then we could directly apply the previous
tools on attention maps for visualizations.

Local Kernels or Global Kernels? As shown in Figure 8,
with the re-parametrization trick, the RepLKNet-31B model
(b) with supervised training focuses much more locally in
all layers. Similar to previous supervised trained models,
RepLKNet-31B models with supervised training still tend
to focus locally at lower layers but more globally at higher
layers. But for the model trained by SimMIM (c), each
layer has diverse kernels that tend to aggregate both local
and global pixels, and the average aggregated distance is
much smaller than the supervised trained model without the
re-parametrization trick (a), indicating that MIM still brings

locality inductive bias to the large-kernel ConvNets with a
similar role of the re-parametrization trick but less strength.

Focused Kernels or Broad Kernels? As shown in Fig-
ure 9, with the re-parametrization trick, the supervised
RepLKNet-31B model (b) has very focused attention in
lower layers, but broader attention in higher layers. But for
the MIM model (c), the entropy values in different kernels
focus diversely in all layers, that some kernels are more fo-
cused and some kernels have very broad attention. These
observations well match that in the Vision/Swin Transform-
ers.

Diversity across Different Kernels Interestingly, in Fig-
ure 8, it seems that the different kernels in both supervised
model with the re-parametrization trick and SimMIM model
have diverse averaged aggregated distance. But in Figure 10,
we could clearly observe that the diversity on different con-
volution kernels of SimMIM model (c) is remarkably larger
than that of supervised counterparts (b), especially for the
deeper layers.

D. Detailed Results on Semantic Understanding
Tasks

Detailed comparisons of Kornblith 12-dataset classifi-
cation benchmark [23] and Concept Generalization (CoG)
benchmark [32] with a fine-grained classification dataset
iNaturalist-18 [37] using SwinV2-B as the backbone, are



Figure 8. The aggregated distance in different channels (small dots) and the averaged aggregated distance (large dots) w.r.t the layer number
on (a) supervised model without the re-parametrization trick, (b) supervised model with the re-parametrization trick, and (c) SimMIM model,
with RepLKNet-31B as the backbone architecture.

Figure 9. The entropy values in different channels (small dots) and the averaged entropy values (large dots) w.r.t the layer number on (a)
supervised model without the re-parametrization trick, (b) supervised model with the re-parametrization trick, and (c) SimMIM model, with
RepLKNet-31B as the backbone architecture.

shown in Table 3 and 4, respectively. These results are al-
ready discussed in Section 4.1 of the main paper.

E. Comparisons on Combined Task of Semantic
Segmentation

We further select semantic segmentation on ADE-20K as
another combine task which simultaneously performs both
semantic understanding and geometric learning. For this
task, we select two different frameworks, UperNet [39] and
Mask2former [6] for evaluation. The detailed settings are
shown in Section F.

Results are shown in Table 5. Different to COCO, we find
that the supervised pre-trained model slightly outperforms
the MIM counterpart on ADE-20K semantic segmentation.
Therefore, for the combined tasks, it may be difficult to pre-
dict which pretrained model will perform better. But if the
model gets larger, MIM models still have the unique advan-
tage that MIM tasks are harder to be overfitted than super-
vised tasks [15, 40], which is beyond the scope of this paper.
Also, we can observe that the performance gap between su-
pervised and MIM models on Mask2former is smaller than
that of UperNet (−1.6 v.s. −0.6). This may be due to that
Mask2former decomposes the semantic segmentation task

into object localization and recognition tasks, while MIM is
better at object localization tasks, as shown in Figure 7 of
the main paper.

F. Detailed Settings

Concept Generalization benchmark (CoG). The Con-
cept Generalization benchmark (CoG) consists of five 1k-
category datasets splitted from ImageNet-22K, which have
increasing semantic gaps with ImageNet-1K, from L1 to L5.
On the CoG datasets, for a fair comparison, we first fine-tune
the models on the CoG L1 training set and search for the
best hyper-parameter based on the validation top-1 accuracy
of CoG L1, and then directly apply the searched setting to
CoG L2 to L5 and report the top-1 accuracy. The detailed
hyperparameters are shown in Table 6.
Kornlith et al’s 12-dataset benchmark (K12) and
iNaturalist-18 (iNat18). On the K12 dataset, we follow
the previous standard settings [23] to use training set and val-
idation set to search for the best hyper-parameters, and then
merge the training and validation sets as the final training
set with the searched best hyper-parameters, and evaluate
the final trained models on the test set. And we adopt stan-
dard splits of train/val/test sets as in [23]. For Aircraft, Pets,



Figure 10. The averaged KL divergence in each layer w.r.t the layer number on (a) supervised model without the re-parametrization trick, (b)
supervised model with the re-parametrization trick, and (c) SimMIM model, with RepLKNet-31B as the backbone architecture.
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Table 3. Detailed comparisons of MIM and supervised (SUP) pre-trained models on Kornblith 12-dataset classification benchmark [23] with
SwinV2-B as the backbone. We follow [23] to report top-1 accuracy (↑) and mean per-class accuracy (↑) for specific datasets. Results on the
multi-label dataset Pascal Voc 2007 are not included, whose evaluation metric is not compatible with others.

pre-train
Concept Generalization (CoG)

iNat18
L1 L2 L3 L4 L5

RAND 79.4 76.7 73.1 72.7 68.5 76.5
1K-SUP 79.4 76.2 72.7 72.5 68.4 77.7
1K-MIM 79.6 77.1 73.6 73.0 69.1 79.6

Table 4. Detailed comparisons of randomly initialized model
(RAND), MIM and supervised (SUP) pre-trained models on Con-
cept Generalization (CoG) benchmark [32] and a fine-grained classi-
fication dataset iNaturalist-18 [37] with SwinV2-B as the backbone.
Top-1 accuracy (↑) is reported.

Caltech-101, Oxford 102 Flowers, the mean-per-class accu-
racy metric is adopted, for other datasets, the top-1 accuracy
is adopted. For K12, we follow [23] to select the optimal
learning rate, weight decay, layer decay, and drop path rate.
In pilot experiments, we find that for 1K-SUP pre-trained
models, the drop path rate can be fixed as 0.2, and for 1K-
MIM pre-trained models, on smaller datasets like Stanford
Cars, FGVC Aircraft, DTD, Caltech101, Flowers102, and
Oxford Pets, drop path rate is first fixed as 0.0 and fixed as
0.2 for other datasets. And the weight decay can be fixed as
0.05. Then we do a grid search on learning rate and layer
decay. For 1K-MIM pre-trained models, our grid consists
of 5 approximately logarithmically spaced learning rates be-

tween 1.25e-4 and 2.5e-3 and 3 equally spaced layer decay
between 0.75 and 0.95. For 1K-SUP pre-trained models,
our grid consists of 5 approximately logarithmically spaced
learning rates between 2.5e-5 and 5e-4 and 3 equally spaced
layer decay between 0.75 and 0.95. Then we adjust the learn-
ing rate, layer decay, and drop path rate in the neighborhood
of the best setting in the grid search to get the final results.

The iNat18 dataset includes 437,513 training images and
24,426 validation images, with more than 8,000 categories.
The detailed hyperparameters of iNat18 are shown in Table 6.
Pose estimation. We compare the performance of MIM
and supervised pre-trained models on the COCO [26] and
CrowdPose [24] dataset. For the COCO dataset, We train
the models on the train2017 set (57K training images) and
report the performance of the COCO val2017 split (5K
images), COCO test-dev2017 split (20K images). For the
CrowdPose dataset, following the DEKR [12], we train the
models on the CrowdPose train and val sets (12K training
images) and evaluate on the test split (8K images). The
standard average precision based on OKS is adopted as the
evaluation metric for all datasets.

We adopt the heatmap-based top-down pipeline. We up-
sample the last feature of the backbone by deconvolutions
and predict the heatmaps at 4× resolution like Simple Base-
line [38].

In the ablation study on the number of the dropped layers



backbone pre-train
Object Det. (COCO) Semantic Seg. (ADE-20K)

Mask R-CNN UperNet Mask2former
APbox APmask mIoU mIoU

SwinV2-B
1K-SUP 51.9 45.7 50.9 52.3

1K-MIM 52.9 46.7 49.3 (−1.6) 51.7 (−0.6)

Table 5. Comparisons of MIM and supervised (SUP) pre-trained models on the combined tasks of object detection and semantic segmentation.
We report the APbox (↑) and APmask (↑) for the object detection and instance segmentation tasks, mIoU (↑) for the semantic segmentation
task.

Hyperparameters
RAND 1K-SUP 1K-MIM

CoG (1-5) iNat18 CoG (1-5) iNat18 CoG (1-5) iNat18
Input size 224

Window size 14
Patch size 4

Training epochs 300 300 100 100 100 100
Warm-up epochs 20

Layer decay 1.0 1.0 0.85 0.9 0.8 0.75
Batch size 2048
Optimizer AdamW

Base learning rate 2e-3 4e-3 2e-4 1.6e-3 5e-3 1.6e-2
Weight decay 0.05 0.1 0.05 0.1 0.05 0.1

Adam ϵ 1e-8
Adam β (0.9, 0.999)

Learning rate scheduler Cosine
Gradient clipping 5.0
Stochastic depth 0.5 0.5 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
Label smoothing 0.1
Rand crop scale (0.08, 1)
Rand resize ratio (3. / 4., 4. / 3.)

Rand horizontal flip 0.5
Color jitter 0.4

Rand augment 9 / 0.5
Rand erasing prob. 0.25

Mixup prob. 0.8
Cutmix prob. 1.0

Table 6. Detailed settings and hyperparameters for fine-tuning on CoG (1-5) and iNat18 with supervised and MIM pre-trained models.

in the section 3.1.3 of the main paper, we feed the feature at
the different layers in the third stage of SwinV2-B into the
pose head. We observe that when we use the feature at the
ninth layer, the downstream performances of the supervised
pre-trained model and MIM pre-trained model are almost
comparable, so we use this model as the baseline of the ex-
periments of randomly sampling pre-trained weights in the
section 3.2 of the main paper. In the experiments of ran-

domly sampling pre-trained weights, we randomly sample
the weights of nine layers from the weights of the eighteen
pre-trained layers in the third stage and then load them to
the first nine layers.

The data augmentations include random flipping, half
body transformation, random scale (0.5, 1.5), random rota-
tion (−40◦, 40◦), grid dropout and color jitterring (h=0.2,
s=0.4, c=0.4, b=0.4). The input image size is 256× 256 by



default. We use the AdamW [29] optimizer with the base
learning rate 5e-4 and the weight decay 5e-2. The learning
rate is dropped to 5e-5 at the 120th epoch. We totally train
the models for 150 epochs. We use a layer decay of 0.9/0.85
for Swin-B/L and the DropPath [17] of 0.3/0.5 for Swin-B/L.
The batch size is 512.

For the COCO dataset, we use the person detection results
from the previous methods [34,38] for a fair comparison. For
the CrowdPose dataset, we use a cascade mask-rcnn [3] with
Swin-B backbone trained on the COCO detection dataset to
generate the person detection results. We use the UDP [18]
to reduce the quantization errors brought by the heatmaps
and use flip testing by averaging the heatmaps predicted by
the original and flipped images during the inference.
Depth estimation. We evaluate the performance of MIM
and supervised pre-trained models on the NYUv2 [33]
and KITTI [11] monocular depth estimation datasets. The
NYUv2 dataset includes 464 indoor scenes captured by a
Microsoft Kinect camera. The official training split (24K
images) is used for training and we report the RMSE (Root
Mean Square Error) on the 654 testing images from 215
indoor scenes. The KITTI dataset contains various driving
scenes. The Eigen split [9] contains 23K training images
and 697 testing images. To compare with the previous ap-
proaches [20, 31], we set the maximum range as 10m for
NYUv2 and 80m for KITTI.

The head of the depth estimation is the same as the head of
the pose estimation and is comprised of three deconvolutions
(with BN and ReLU) and a normal convolution. The kernel
and filter of the deconvolution are 2 and 32, respectively.

Similar to the GLPDepth [20], we use the following data
augmentations: random horizontal flip, random brightness
(-0.2, 0.2), random gamma (-0.2, 0.2), random hue (-20, 20),
random saturation (-30, 30), random value (-20, 20) and
random vertical CutDepth. We randomly crop the images to
480 × 480 size for NYUv2 dataset and 352 × 352 size for
KITTI dataset. The optimizer, layer decay, and DropPath
is the same as the pose estimation. The learning rate is
scheduled via polynomial strategy with a factor of 0.9. The
minimal learning rate and the maximal learning rate are 3e-
5 and 5e-4, respectively. The batch size is 24. The total
number of epochs is 25. We use the flip testing and sliding
window test for the SwinV2 backbone. We average the
prediction of the two square windows for NYUv2 dataset
and the sixteen square windows for KITTI dataset.
Video Object Tracking. Following the previous arts,
we train the models on the train splits of four datasets
GOT10k [19], TrackingNet [30], LaSOT [10], and
COCO [26] and report the success score (SUC) for the Track-
ingNet dataset and LaSOT dataset. For the GOT10k test set,
we report the average overlap as the evaluation metric. The
GOT10k and the TrackingNet are two short-term large-scale
benchmarks, the GOT10K test set contains 180 video se-

quences, and the TrackingNet test set contains 511 video
sequences. The LaSOT is a long-term tracking benchmark
and has 280 video sequences with an average length of about
2500 frames.

We use the SwinTrack [25] to evaluate our pre-trained
models. The data augmentations and the training settings
Strictly follow SwinTrack [25]. We sample 131072 pairs
per epoch and train the models for 300 epochs. We use the
AdamW optimizer with a learning rate of 5e-4 for the head,
a learning rate of 5e-5 for the backbone, and a weight decay
of 1e-4. We decrease the learning rate by a ratio of 0.1 at the
210th epoch. We set the sizes of search images and templates
as 224 × 224 and 112 × 112. The batch size is 160. The
inference process is the same as the SwinTrack [25].
Object Detection. Following [40], we adopt a Mask-
RCNN [16] framework to evaluate the pre-trained models on
COCO object detection. All models are trained with a 3×
schedule (36 epochs). We utilize an AdamW [21] optimizer
with a learning rate of 6e-5 for supervised model and a learn-
ing rate of 8e-5 for MIM model, a weight decay of 0.05 and a
batch size of 32 for both models. Following [13, 28], we em-
ploy a large jittering augmentation (1024 × 1024 resolution,
scale range [0.1, 2.0]). The window size is set to 14 for both
models and drop path rate is set to 0.3 for supervised model
and 0.1 for MIM model. APbox and APmask are reported for
comparison.
Semantic Segmentation. Following [28], an UPerNet [39]
framework is used for ADE-20K semantic segmentation. We
use an AdamW [21] optimizer with a learning rate of 8e-5
for supervised model and a learning rate of 1e-4 for MIM
model, a weight decay of 0.05 and a batch size of 32 for
both models. Both models utilize a layer-wise learning rate
decay of 0.95. All models are trained for 80K iterations with
an input resolution of 640 × 640 and a window size of 20.
The drop path rate is set to 0.3 for supervised model and
0.1 for MIM model. In inference, a single-scale test using
resolution of 2560 × 640 is employed.

Besides, we also adopt Mask2Former [6] to evaluate the
pre-trained models on ADE-20K semantic segmentation. We
use an AdamW [21] optimizer with a base learning rate of
1e-4 for supervised model and a base learning rate of 3e-4
for MIM model, a weight decay of 0.05 and a patch size of
16 for both supervised and MIM models. The learning rate
of backbone is multiplied by a factor of 0.1. All models are
trained for 160K iterations with an input resolution of 512
× 512, a scale ratio range from 0.5 to 2, a window size of 8,
and a drop path rate of 0.3. In inference, the input resolution
will be set to 2048 × 512. mIoU is reported for comparison
for both UPerNet and Mask2Former.
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